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the elm road hat 

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS 

14” (35.5 cm) circumference [un-stretched]; fits average 
adult female. 

Fitted Hat: 8” (20.5 cm) high. 

Slouch Hat: 10” (25.5 cm) high. 

YARN

Juniper Moon Farm Herriot Great (100% Baby Alpaca; 
131 yards [120 meters] / 100 grams): 1 skein in shade 
#117 (Goldenrod) OR shade #107 (Cornflower). 

NEEDLES 

One 16” (40 cm) circular needle size US 9 (5.5 mm). 

One set of four double-pointed needles size US 9 (5.5 
mm). 

*Change needle size if necessary to obtain the correct gauge. 

GAUGE 

24 stitches & 21 rounds = 4” (10 cm) in 1 x 1 Twisted Ribbing [un-stretched]. 

NOTIONS 

Stitch Marker. Yarn needle. Scissors. 

ABBREVIATIONS

k1 tbl: knit 1 through back of loop k2tog tbl: knit 2 together through backs of loops 
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the elm road hat 

DIRECTIONS 

Using circular needle, and the long-tail cast-on method, cast on 80 stitches. Place marker and join for working in the 
round, being careful not to twist stitches. 

1 x 1 TWISTED RIBBING 

Rnd 1: *k1 tbl, p1; repeat from * to end of rnd. 

BODY 

Fitted Hat: Work 40 rounds in 1 x 1 Twisted Ribbing, or until hat measures 7.5” (19 cm) from cast-on edge. 

Slouch Hat: Work 48 rounds in 1 x 1 Twisted Ribbing, or until hat measures 9.5” (24 cm) from cast-on edge. 

Begin decrease sequence for crown. 

CROWN 

Note: change to double-pointed needles when stitches no longer fit comfortably around circular needle.

Rnd 1: *k2tog tbl; repeat from * to end of rnd—40 sts.

Rnd 2: as round 1—20 sts.

Rnd 3: as round 1—10 sts.

FINISHING 

Break yarn, leaving a 6” (15 cm) tail. Thread tail through yarn needle and draw through remaining stitches, pulling 
snugly to neatly close top of hat. Fasten securely and weave in loose ends on WS. 

Pat yourself on the back for a job well done! 

COPYRIGHT - LET’S DO WHAT’S RIGHT  cold comfort original designs (and the hats I sell based on them) are my livelihood. please, 
do not redistribute these patterns in any way, shape, or form--including the online sale of knitted items made from these patterns. this 
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physical/finished object redistribution is intellectual property theft. pattern sharing hurts real people. please care, don’t share.
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